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WHAT ARE
RE ANTI SWEAT HEATER CONTROLS
Anti Sweat Heaters assure proper heater function
of your commercial refrigerator and commercial
freezer equipment while providing the most
savings achievable, with out any condensation.

Standard anti-sweat heaters are set to a constant
temperature and run 100% of the time—a wasteful
and costly strategy. The ControlTec AS-20z Anti
Sweat Heater revolutionizes anti-sweat technology
by providing the automation, management, and reporting
needed to reduce costs as well as document savings.

CONTROL YOUR CARBON FOOTPRINT
Make a greater impact on the economy by consuming less. Use less energy
and gain savings on your utility bill. Anti Sweat Heater Controls automatically
turn off anti-sweat heaters—on a case-by-case basis—when conditions
allow, providing maximum utility savings while maintaining equipment
integrity.
The ControlTec AS-20z provides much tighter monitoring over individual
commercial refrigerator and commercial freezer case temperatures, which results in
optimal compressor performance and increased energy efficiency.
$1,400

Cost to operate standard temp doors with frame
heat only (non-heated glass, .55 Amps/door, PG&E
rate schedules A2, A6, and A10).

$1,200
$1,000
$800

Cost to heat frames for one year

$600

Cost to heat frames for one year using ASH controls

$400
$200
$0

*1 year labor warranty
*5 year heater control warranty
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MONITOR YOUR ASSETS**

*Rebates not available in all areas
**Communications features require additional CommZ module

The AS-20z adds multiple levels of product protection and safety. If abnormal case conditions are detected,
an in-store alarm is triggered, an automated call is placed to our 24-hour call center and service technicians
are dispatched. The ControlTec AS-20z system stores, tracks, and reports data for any given time period,
allowing you to fine-tune case management for performance and efficiency.
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